Note to request publications

ACADEMIC STAFF & RESEARCH STUDENTS

Have you published during 2014?

If so, it’s time for you to notify your department’s Publications Collection Officer so items can be added to the HERDC 2014 Publications Collection.

The Department of Innovation, Industry, Science, Research and Tertiary Education requires all universities to collect data about their research publications.

Please provide all publication details, verification materials and a copy of the published item as a PDF file to your Publications Collection Officer. They will assess whether publications meet the HERDC or ERA specifications, and include them in the ARIES database.

Are you new to ANU?

If so, please give a list of your Publications to the department’s Publications Collection Officer so all earlier publications can be added to the ARIES database for ERA purposes.

Essential Publications data

Publications data is used for a range of purposes:
- Submission to the Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC)
- Funding through programs such as RIBG, JRE, RTS, APA & SRE
- Assessment for ERA, which contributes to ANU reputation as well as funding
- Compacts negotiation
- Internal College reviews
- College annual budgets

For further information about requirements or specifications:
- contact your Publications Collection Officer
- see the RSD web site: https://researchservices.anu.edu.au/ore/publications
- Contact one of our team:
  Scott Yates, Research Office, ext. 57947 or
  Publications.collection.anu.edu.au
Eligibility guide - summary of HERDC categories

All publications must meet the following requirements:

- previously unpublished
- original scholarly research ie pure basic research, strategic basic research, applied research or experimental development, written for the academic community
- claimed author/s were members of staff, visitors or students at the ANU when the research leading to the publication was conducted
- was published in 2013

A1: Book

- must have an ISBN and be bound or packaged and offered for sale
- published by a commercial publisher whose core business is publishing
- unlikely to be included if it is a textbook, edited book, creative work, translation, anthology, or revised edition

B1: Book chapter

- the book must have an ISBN and be bound or packaged and offered for sale
- published by a commercial publisher whose core business is publishing
- the chapter is not a revision (however, new chapters in revised editions can be counted)
- unlikely to be included if it is part of a textbook, creative work, translation or anthology
- unlikely to be included if it is an entry in a reference work, foreword or brief introduction

C1: Journal article

- the Journal must have an ISSN
- the Journal is refereed, shown by:
  - its inclusion in Thompson Reuters, or being recognised as refereed in Ulrich or listed as refereed within ARIES database, or
  - a statement from the journal confirming that contributions are refereed or peer reviewed or
  - a statement from the editor that contributions are refereed or peer reviewed or
  - a copy of a referee’s assessment indicating the full paper was assessed
  - proof that the article was an invited article in a refereed journal
- unlikely to be included if it is a professional article, newspaper or magazine article, letter to editor or book review

E1: Conference publication

- full written version of conference paper (not an abstract or extended abstract, a poster presentation, or a handout available to conference attendees only)
- published (can be volume of proceedings, book, journal, monograph, CD Rom, or organisational web site)
- conference of international or national significance
- full paper is refereed, shown by:
  - a statement in the publication that full papers were refereed or
  - a statement from the organiser/editor that full papers were refereed or
  - a copy of a referee’s assessment indicating that the full paper was assessed or
  - proof that the paper was a keynote address in a conference where all other full papers were refereed
- unlikely to be included if it was a minor conference, meeting or workshop